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Boris and Michael Shapiro have a conjecture concerning the

Schubert calculus and real enumerative geometry and which

would give infinitely many families of zero-dimensional systems

of real polynomials (including families of overdetermined sys-

tems) — all of whose solutions are real. It has connections to the

pole placement problem in linear systems theory and to totally

positive matrices. We give compelling computational evidence

for its validity, prove it for infinitely many families of enumera-

tive problems, show how a simple version implies more general

versions, and present a counterexample to a general version of

their conjecture.

1. INTRODUCTIONThe determination of the number of real solutionsto a system of polynomial equations is a challeng-ing problem in symbolic and numeric computation[Gonzalez-Vega et al. 1999; Sturmfels 1994; 1998]with real world applications [Dietmaier 1998]. Re-lated questions include when a problem of enumer-ative geometry can have all solutions real [Sottile1997a] and when may a given physical system becontrolled by real output feedback [Byrnes 1989;Rosenthal et al. 1995; Syrmos et al. 1997]. In May1995, Boris Shapiro and Michael Shapiro commu-nicated to the author a remarkable conjecture con-necting these three lines of inquiry.They conjectured a relation between topologicalinvariants of the real and of the complex points inan intersection of Schubert cells in a ag manifold, ifthe cells are chosen according to a recipe they give.When the intersection is zero-dimensional, this as-serts that all points are real. Their conjecture isfalse|we give full description and present a coun-terexample in Section 5. However, there is consid-erable evidence for their conjecture if the Schubertcells are in a Grassmann manifold. It is this variant
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which is related to the lines of inquiry above andwhich this paper is about.Here is the simplest (but still very interesting andopen) special case of this conjecture: Let m; p > 1be integers and let X be a p�m-matrix of indeter-minates. Let K(s) be the m � (m + p)-matrix ofpolynomials in s whose (i; j)-th entry is�j � ii� 1�sj�i: (1–1)Set 'm;p(s;X) := det � K(s)Ip X � ;where Ip is the p� p identity matrix.
Conjecture 1.1 (Shapiro and Shapiro). For all integersm; p > 1, the polynomial system'm;p(1;X) = 'm;p(2;X) = � � � = 'm;p(mp;X) = 0

(1–2)is zero-dimensional withdm;p := 1! 2! 3! � � � (p�2)! (p�1)! � (mp)!m! (m+1)! (m+ 2)! � � � (m+p�1)! (1–3)solutions , and all of them are real .(After the acceptance of this paper, A. Eremenkoand A. Gabrielov [1999] announced a proof of thisconjecture when either m or p is 2.)It is a Theorem of Schubert [1886] that dm;p is asharp bound for the number of isolated solutions.Conjecture 1.1 has been veri�ed for all 1 < m � pwith mp � 12. The case of (m; p) = (3; 4) (whendm;p = 462) follows from a heroic calculation ofFaug�ere, Rouillier, and Zimmermann [Faug�ere et al.1998]; see Section 2D for a discussion.Conjecture 1.1 is related to a question of Ful-ton [Fulton 1996, x 7.2], who asked how many so-lutions to a problem of enumerative geometry maybe real, where that problem consists of counting �g-ures of some kind having a given position with re-spect to some given (�xed) �gures. For 2-planeshaving a given position with respect to �xed lin-ear subspaces, the answer is that all may be real[Sottile 1997b]. This was also shown for the prob-lem of 3264 plane conics tangent to �ve given conics[Ronga et al. 1997]. More examples, including thatof 3-planes in C 6 meeting 9 given 3-planes nontriv-ially, are found in [Sottile 1997a; 1997c]. The result

in [Faug�ere et al. 1998] extends this to 3-planes inC 7 meeting 12 given 4-planes nontrivially.Only the simplest form of the conjecture of Sha-piro and Shapiro has appeared in print [Huber et al.1998; Rosenthal and Sottile 1998; Sottile 1997a].While more general forms have circulated informally,there is no de�nitive source describing the conjec-tures or the compelling evidence that has accumu-lated (or a counterexample to the original conjec-ture). The primary aim of this paper is to rectifythis situation and make these conjectures availableto a wider audience.
Structure of the ArticleIn Section 2, we describe a version of the conjec-ture related to the pole placement problem of linearsystems theory. For this, the integers 1; 2; : : : ;mpin the polynomial system (1{2) of Conjecture 1.1are replaced by generic real numbers and all dm;psolutions are asserted to be real. We present evi-dence (computational and Theorems) in support ofit. Subsequent sections describe the conjecture ingreater generality| for enumerative problems aris-ing from the Schubert calculus on Grassmanniansin Section 3 and a newer extension involving totallypositive matrices [Ando 1987] in Section 4. We de-scribe and give evidence for each extension and showhow the version of the conjecture in Section 2 impliesmore general versions involving Pieri-type enumer-ative problems. In Section 5, we present a coun-terexample to their original conjecture and discussfurther questions.A remark on the form of these conjectures is war-ranted. Conjecture 1.1 gives an in�nite list of spe-ci�c polynomial systems, and conjectures that eachhas only real solutions. The full conjectures arericher. For each collection of Schubert data, Sha-piro and Shapiro give a continuous family of polyno-mial systems and conjecture that each of the result-ing systems of polynomials has only real solutions.Conjecture 1.1 concerns one speci�c polynomial sys-tem in each family, for an in�nite subset of Schubertdata.Results here were aided or are due to computa-tions. Further documentation including Maple V.5and Singular 1.2.1 [Greuel et al. 1998] scripts usedare available at [Sottile 1999a].
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2. LINEAR EQUATIONS IN PLÜCKER COORDINATES

2A. Some Enumerative GeometryConsider the following problem in enumerative ge-ometry: How many p-planes meet mp general m-planes in C m+p nontrivially?The set of p-planes in C m+p, Grass(p; m+p), iscalled the Grassmannian of p-planes in C m+p. Thiscomplex manifold of dimension mp is an algebraicsubvariety of the projective space P (m+pp )�1. To seethis, represent a p-plane X in C m+p as the row spaceof a p�(m+p)-matrix, also writtenX. The maximalminors of X are its Pl�ucker coordinates and deter-mine a point in P (m+pp )�1. This gives the Pl�uckerembedding of Grass(p; m+p). If X is generic, thenits �rst p columns are linearly independent, so wemay assume they form a p� p-identity matrix. Theremainingmp entries determineX uniquely and givelocal coordinates for Grass(p; m+p), showing it hasdimension mp.Consider a m-plane K to be the row space of am � (m + p)-matrix, also written K. Then K \ Xis nontrivial if and only if
det �KX � = 0:

Laplace expansion along X gives a linear equationin the Pl�ucker coordinates of X.If K1; : : : ;Kmp are m-planes in general position,the conditions that X meet each of the Ki nontriv-ially are mp linear equations in the Pl�ucker coordi-nates of X, and these are independent by Kleiman'sTransversality Theorem [Kleiman 1974]. Thus thereare �nitely many p-planesX that meet eachKi non-trivially and the number of such planes is the degreeof Grass(p; m+p) in P (m+pp )�1, which Schubert [1886]determined to be dm;p.
2B. The Conjecture of Shapiro and ShapiroShapiro and Shapiro gave a recipe for selecting realm-planes K1; : : : ;Kmp. They conjecture that whenthese planes are in in general position, all dm;p p-planes meeting each Ki are real. The standard ra-tional normal curve is the image of the map  : R !R m+p given by : s 7�! (1; s; s2; : : : ; sm+p�1): (2–1)

Then the matrix K(s) of (1{1) has rows(s); 0(s); 00(s)2 ; : : : ; (m�1)(s)(m� 1)! ;where we take derivatives with respect to the param-eter s. Thus the row space of K(s) is the m-planeosculating the rational normal curve at (s). Let Xbe a p�m-matrix of indeterminates. De�ne'm;p(s;X) := det �K(s)IpX � :
Conjecture 2.1 (Shapiro and Shapiro). For all integersm; p > 1 and almost all distinct real numbers s1; : : : ;smp, the system of mp equations'm;p(s1;X) = 'm;p(s2;X) = � � � = 'm;p(smp;X) = 0

(2–2)is zero-dimensional with dm;p real solutions .LetK(s) denote both them�(m+p)-matrix de�nedabove and its row space, an m-plane. Conjecture2.1 asserts that the m-planes K(s1); : : : ;K(smp) arein general position, and any p-plane meeting eachK(si) is real. The systems are zero-dimensional[Brockett and Byrnes 1981; Eisenbud and Harris1983] and there are generically no multiplicities. Wesee that Conjecture 1.1 is the special case si = i.
Example 2.2. We establish Conjecture 2.1 when m =p = 2. Then

'2;2(s;X) = det
2664 1 s s2 s30 1 2s 3s21 0 x11 x120 1 x21 x22

3775
iss4�2s3x21+s2x22�3s2x11+2sx12+x11x22�x12x21:We show that if s; t; u; v 2 R are distinct, thesystem of polynomial equations'2;2(s) = '2;2(t) = '2;2(u) = '2;2(v) = 0 (2–3)has all d2;2 = 2 solutions real. Our method will beto solve (2{3) by elimination.Let ei be the i-th elementary symmetric polyno-mial in s; t; u; v. In the lexicographic term orderwith x11 > x12 > x22 > x21 on the ringQ (s; t; u; v)[x11; x12; x22; x21];the ideal h'2;2(s); '2;2(t); '2;2(u); '2;2(v)i
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has a Gr�obner basis consisting of the polynomials2x21 � e1, x22 � 3x11 � e2, 2x12 + e3, and 12x211 +4e2x11 + e1e3 � 4e4. Thus, for distinct s; t; u; v, thesystem (2{3) has 2 solutions and they are real if thediscriminant of the last equation,16e22 � 48e1e3 + 192e4;is positive. Expanding this discriminant in the pa-rameters s; t; u; v, we obtain8�(s� t)2(u� v)2+ (s� u)2(t� v)2 + (s� v)2(t� u)2�:Hence all solutions are real, establishing Conjecture2.1 when m = p = 2. Theorem 2.3 proves Conjec-ture 2.1 when (m; p) = (2; 3).
2C. The Pole Placement ProblemSuppose we have a physical system (for example, amechanical linkage) with inputs u 2 R m and outputsy 2 R p for which there are internal states x 2 R nsuch that the system evolves by the �rst order lineardi�erential equation_x = Ax+Bu;y = Cx: (2–4)(We assume n is the minimal number of internalstates needed to obtain a �rst order equation.) Ifthe input is controlled by constant output feedback,u = Xy, we obtain_x = (A+BXC)x:The natural frequencies of this controlled system arethe roots s1; : : : ; sn of'(s) := det(sIn �A�BXC): (2–5)The pole assignment problem asks the inverse ques-tion: Given a system (2{4) and a polynomial '(s)of degree n, which feedback laws X satisfy (2{5)?A coprime factorization of the transfer function istwo matrices N(s), D(s) of polynomials withdetD(s) = det(sIn �A)and N(s)D(s)�1 = C(sIn�A)�1B. This always ex-ists. A standard transformation (see [Byrnes 1989,x 2]) shows that, up to a sign of �1,'(s) = det �N(s) D(s)Ip X � : (2–6)

If we set K(s) := [N(s)D(s)], write K(s) for them-dimensional row space of this matrix, and let Xbe the p-plane [Ip X], then (2{6) is equivalent toX \K(si) 6= f0g for i = 1; : : : ; n; (2–7)where s1; : : : ; sn are the roots of '(s).If the m-planes K(s1); : : : ;K(sn) are in generalposition, then mp � n is necessary for there to beany feedback laws. These m-planes are not a prioriin general position.To see this, let K : P 1 ! Grass(m; m+p) be theextension of the map given by s 7! K(s). ThenK is a parameterized rational curve of degree n inGrass(m; m+p). The space of all such curves Kwith n distinguished points fK(s1); : : : ;K(sn)g hasdimension [Str�mme 1987]mp+ n(m+ p) + n:The space of all n-tuples of m-planes has dimensionnmp. Therefore whenn > mp=(mp�m� p� 1);such n-tuples constitute a proper subvariety of alln-tuples of m-planes.However, by the General Position Lemma [Byrnes1989] (see also [Eisenbud and Harris 1983]), there isa Zariski open subset of the data A;B;C; ' suchthat the m-planes K(s1); : : : ;K(sn) are in generalposition in that the set of X satisfying (2{7) hasdimension mp� n.Since all rational curves K : P1 ! Grass(p; m+p)of degree n with K(1) = [0 Ip] arise in this way[Martin and Hermann 1978], the polynomial systemsof Conjecture 2.1 are instances of the pole place-ment problem. Interestingly, these very systems �g-ure prominently in a proof of the General PositionLemma [Byrnes 1980].An important question is whether a given realsystem may be controlled by real feedback [Byrnes1983; Rosenthal et al. 1995; Rosenthal and Sottile1998; Syrmos et al. 1997; Willems and Hesselink1978]: If all roots of '(s) are real, are there anyreal feedback laws X satisfying (2{6)? Few speci�cexamples have been computed [Byrnes and Stevens1982; Morse et al. 1981; Rosenthal and Sottile 1998;Willems and Hesselink 1978]. In [Rosenthal and Sot-tile 1998] an attempt was made to gauge how likely
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it is for a real system to be controllable by real feed-back and how many of the feedback laws are real|in the case of (m; p) = (2; 4) so that dm;p = 14. Inall, 600 di�erent curves K(s) were generated, andeach of these were combined with 25 polynomials'(s) having 8 real roots. Only 7 of the resulting15,000 systems had all feedback laws real. This is instriking contrast to the systems given in Conjecture2.1, where all the feedback laws are conjectured tobe real.
2D. Computational EvidenceConsider (2{6) as a map Grass(p; m+p) ! Pmp inlocal coordinates which associates a p-plane X to apolynomial ' (modulo scalars) of degree at mostmp.When K(s) is the curve Km;p(s) of Conjecture 2.1,the inverse image of the polynomial 1 is the singlereal point [0 Ip]. Rosenthal suggested that the �breover a nearby polynomial may consist of dm;p realpoints.With this in mind, Rosenthal and Sottile [1998]tested and veri�ed several thousands of instances ofConjecture 2.1 when (m; p) = (2; 4). Each was aspeci�c choice of m, p, and mp distinct real num-bers s1; : : : ; smp for which we showed all solutions to(2{2) are real. Any veri�ed instance implies that allnearby instances in the space of parameters s1; : : : ;smp has all of its solutions real. In light of the com-putations described in Section 2C, we felt that thisprovided overwhelming evidence for the validity ofConjecture 2.1.Our method was to solve the polynomial systemsby elimination (see [Cox et al. 1998, x 2] for a dis-cussion of methods to solve systems of polynomialequations). We �rst choose distinct integral val-ues of the parameters si and generate the resultingsystem of integral polynomial equations. Since weare performing an exact symbolic computation, wenecessarily work with integral polynomials. Next,we compute an eliminant, a univariate polynomial

g(x) with the property that its roots are the setof x-coordinates of solutions to our system. Wheng(x) has d = dm;p roots (Schubert's bound), thereis a lexicographic Gr�obner basis satisfying the ShapeLemma, since this system is zero-dimensional [Eisen-bud and Harris 1983]. It follows that the solutionsare rational functions (quotients of integral polyno-mials) of the roots of g(x). In some instances, theeliminant we calculated did not have d roots. Forthese we found a di�erent eliminant with d roots.Lastly, we checked that these eliminants had onlyreal roots.Table 1 gives the number of instances we knowto have been checked. By Lemma 3.7(ii), there isa bijection between instances of (m; p) = (a; b) and(m; p) = (b; a). Table 1 also lists the running timeto compute a degree reverse lexicographic Gr�obnerbasis for the systems of Conjecture 1.1, and the sizeof that basis. The timed calculations used Singular-1.2.1 [Greuel et al. 1998] on a K6-2 300MHz pro-cessor with 256M running Linux. The checked in-stances reported in the last 3 columns are not duethe the author. A more complete account is foundin [Sottile 1999a].The computations of the last two columns standout. The �rst is the case (8; 2) (also one instanceeach of (7; 2) and (4; 3)) computed by Jan Verschelde[2000] using his implementation of the SAGBI ho-motopy algorithm described in [Huber et al. 1998].Since the polynomial system of Conjecture 2.1 wasill-conditioned, he used instead the equivalent sys-tem of Conjecture 2.10 (see Section 2E below), wherethe Pi(s) were the Chebyshev polynomials. Thesenumerical calculations give approximate solutionswhose condition numbers determine a neighborhoodcontaining a solution. The solutions of this real sys-tem are stable under complex conjugation, so it suf-�ced to check that each neighbourhood and its com-plex conjugate were disjoint from all other neigh-borhoods. This computation took approximately
(m; p) (4; 2) (5; 2) (3; 3) (6; 2) (7; 2) (4; 3) (2; 8)dm;p 14 42 42 132 429 462 1430# checked > 12000 1000 550 55 2 2 1time (sec) 0.04 1.42 1.50 78.6 8175 { {size 1.4K 12.8K 18.6K 202K 4.58M 32M {

TABLE 1. Instances checked.
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25 hours on a 166MHz Pentium II processor with64M running Linux. These algorithms are `embar-rassingly parallelizable', and in principle they canbe used to check far larger polynomial systems.The second is the case of (m; p) = (3; 4) of Con-jecture 1.1 (also all smaller cases with m � p),computed by Faug�ere, Rouillier, and Zimmermann[Faug�ere et al. 1998]. They �rst used FGB (see[Faug�ere n.d.]) to calculate a degree reverse lex-icographic Gr�obner basis for the system (1{2) for(m; p) = (3; 4) with si = i. This yielded a Gr�obnerbasis of size 32M. They then computed a rationalunivariate representation [Rouillier 1998] (a sophis-ticated substitute for an eliminant) in two ways.Once using a multi-modular implementation of theFGLM [Faug�ere et al. 1993] algorithm and a secondtime using RS, an improvement of the RealSolvingsoftware [Rouillier n.d.] under development. Theeliminant had degree 462 and size 3M, thus its gen-eral coe�cient had 2,000 digits. Using an early im-plementation of Uspensky's algorithm, they veri�edthat all of its zeroes were real, proving Conjecture1.1 for (m; p) = (3; 4). In the course of this cal-culation, they found it necessary to rewrite theirsoftware.
2E. Equivalent SystemsThe extension of the map (2{1) to P 1 : [t; s] 7�! [tm+p�1; stm+p�2; : : : ; sm+p�2t; sm+p�1]is a parameterization of the standard real rationalnormal curve in Pm+p�1 and K(s) is the m-planeosculating this curve at the point [1; s]. In general,a parameterized real rational normal curve is a map : P1 ! Pm+p�1 of the form[t; s] 7�! [P1(s; t); P2(s; t); : : : ; Pm+p(s; t)]where P1(s; t); : : : ; Pm+p(s; t) form a basis for thespace of real homogeneous polynomials in s; t of de-gree m+ p� 1. All parameterized real rational nor-mal curves are conjugate by a real projective trans-formation of Pm+p�1 . Conjecture 2.1 has a geomet-ric formulation.
Conjecture 2.1 (Geometric form). For all integersm>1and p > 1 and almost all choices of mp m-planesK1; : : : ;Kmp osculating a real rational normal curve

at distinct real points , there are exactly dm;p p-planesX satisfyingX \Ki 6= f0g for i = 1; : : : ;mpand all of these p-planes X are real .Thus Conjecture 2.1 is equivalent to a conjectureconcerning a much richer class of polynomial sys-tems.
Conjecture 2.1’. Suppose m; p > 1 are integers andP1(s); : : : ; Pm+p(s) are a basis of the space of realpolynomials of degree at most m + p � 1. Let K(s)be the m � (m + p) matrix of polynomials whose(i; j)-th entry is P (i�1)j (s). Set'(s;X) := det �K(s)IpX � :Then, for almost all choices of distinct real numberss1; : : : ; smp, the system'(s1;X) = '(s2;X) = � � � = '(smp;X) = 0has exactly dm;p solutions , and all of them are real .The polynomial matrix K(s) of Conjecture 2.10di�ers from that of Conjecture 2.1 by right multi-plication by an invertible (m+ p)� (m+ p)-matrix.Thus the resulting polynomial systems di�er primar-ily by choice of local coordinates for the Grassman-nian. In linear systems theory, two physical sys-tems are output feedback-equivalent if their matri-ces of coprime factors [N(s)D(s)] di�er in this man-ner [Ravi et al. 1997].We give an equivalent conjecture concerning asimpler system of polynomials with two fewer equa-tions and unknowns. We may reparameterize thecurve K(s) of Conjecture 2.1 and assume smp�1 = 0and smp = 1. Observe that K(0) = [Ip 0] andK(1) = [0 Ip]. The collection of all p-planes XsatisfyingX \ [Ip 0] 6= f0g and X \ [0 Ip] 6= f0g (2–8)is an irreducible rational variety of dimensionmp�2.Let X be the set of all p � (m + p)-matrices Xwhose entries xi;j satisfyxi;j = 1 if j = i < p or (i; j) = (p; p+ 1);
xi;j = 0 if 8<: i = 1 and j � m;1 < i < p and j < i or j > i+m;i = p and j � p:
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The remainingmp�2 entries are unconstrained andgive coordinates for X. The row space of a matrix Xis a p-plane X satisfying (2{8) and almost all suchp-planes arise in this fashion. Thus X parameter-izes a dense subset of the subvariety of p-planes Xsatisfying (2{8).For example, if (m; p) = (4; 3), then X is the setof all matrices of the form24 1 x12 x13 x14 0 0 00 1 x23 x24 x25 x26 00 0 0 1 x35 x36 x37
35 :

Since the (1;m)-th entry of a matrix X in X van-ishes, det �K(s)X �
factors as s �  (s;X).
Conjecture 2.1”. Let m; p>1 be integers . Then, foralmost all choices of nonzero real numbers s1; : : : ;smp�2, the system of equations (s1;X)= (s2;X)= � � �= (smp�2;X)=0 (2–9)is zero-dimensional with dm;p solutions , and all ofthem are real .The systems of Conjecture 2.1 and the variationsgiven here are de�cient: They have fewer solutionsthan standard combinatorial bounds. For example,if p < m, then the system (2{9) consists of mp � 2equations of degree p, thus its B�ezout number ispmp�2. A better combinatorial bound is the nor-malized volume of the Newton polytope Am;p of thepolynomial  [Kushnirenko 1975]. Table 2 comparesthese combinatorial bounds with dm;p, for some val-ues of m; p. The volumes of Am;p were computedusing PHC [Verschelde 1999], a software package forperforming general polyhedral homotopy continua-tion. Note the striking di�erence between the equiv-alent systems m; p and p;m.

2F. Proof in the Case m = 2 and p = 3

Theorem 2.3. Conjecture 2.1 holds for (m; p) = (2; 3).L. Gonzalez-Vega has also obtained this using resul-tants and Sturm{Habicht sequences.
Proof. We will prove the equivalent Conjecture 2.100.Let X := fx12; x23; x24; x35g be indeterminates. Set

 (s;X) = det
266664
1 s s2 s3 s40 1 2s 3s2 4s31 x12 0 0 00 1 x23 x24 00 0 0 1 x35

377775 :
We solve the system of polynomials

 (s;X) =  (t;X) =  (u;X) =  (v;X) = 0
(2–10)by elimination.The ideal h (s);  (t);  (u);  (v)i in the ring

Q (s; t; u; v)[x12; x23; x24; x35]
has degree 5 = d2;3 and the lexicographic Gr�obnerbasis with x12 < x23 < x24 < x35 contains the follow-ing univariate polynomial g, which is the universaleliminant for this family of systems:
x535 � 4e1x435 + (4e21 + 6e2)x335 � (12e1e2 + 4e3)x235+ (9e22 + 8e1e3 � 4e4)x35 � (12e2e3 � 8e1e4)
Here ei is the i-th elementary symmetric polynomialin s; t; u; v. We show that g has 5 distinct real rootsfor every choice of distinct parameters s; t; u; v. Thediscriminant � of g has degree 20 in the variables

(m; p) (2; 2) (3; 2) (4; 2) (5; 2) (6; 2) (7; 2) (8; 2) (2; 3) (3; 3) (4; 3) (2; 4) (3; 4)dm;p 2 5 14 42 132 429 1430 5 42 462 14 462vol Am;p 2 5 18 67 248 919 3426 5 130 3004 42 7156pmp�2 4 16 64 256 1024 4096 16384 81 2187 59049 4096 1048576
TABLE 2. Combinatorial bounds versus dm;p.
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s; t; u; v and 711 terms:9e43e22e41 � 54e43e32e21 + 81e43e42 � 32e53e51 + 204e53e2e31�324e53e22e1�108e63e21+324e63e2+81e24e42e41�486e24e52e21+ 729e24e62 � 54e4e23e32e41 + 324e4e23e42e21 � 486e4e23e52+204e4e33e2e51�1296e4e33e22e31+2052e4e33e32e1�8e4e43e41+738e4e43e2e21�2106e4e43e22�108e4e53e1�324e24e3e22e51+ 2052e24 e3 e32 e31 � 3240e24 e3 e42 e1 � 108e24 e23 e61+738e24e23e2e41�2592e24e23e22e21+3834e24e23e32�368e24e33e31+ 1800e24e33e2e1 � 27e24e43 + 324e34e2e61 � 2106e34e22e41+ 3834e34e32e21 � 972e34e42 � 108e34e3e51 + 1800e34e3e2e31� 5544e34e3e22e1 � 634e34e23e21 + 984e34e23e2 � 27e44e41+ 984e44e2e21 + 432e44e22 � 352e44e3e1 � 64e54:This vanishes when g has a double root. Thus thenumber of real roots of g is constant on each con-nected component (in R 4) of the locus � 6= 0. Weshow there is only one connected component, andso the number of real roots of g (and thus the orig-inal system) does not depend upon the choice ofreal parameters. Since the roots of g evaluated at(s; t; u; v) = (1; 2; 3; 4) are8; 8�p19; 8�p11;it follows that there are always �ve real roots of g,and thus the system (2{10) has d2;3 = 5 real solu-tions whenever s; t; u; v are real and distinct.We complete the proof. For w 2 Z 10�0, considerthe polynomialsw1tw2uw3vw4(s� t)w5(s� u)w6(s� v)w7� (t� u)w8(t� v)w9(u� v)w10 : (2–11)Let Aw be the primitive part of the symmetrizationof this polynomial. Thus, when all componentes ofw are even, Aw is a sum of squares, none of whichvanish on the locus where s; t; u; v are distinct. Then� is12(7A2220222224 + 3A2222402204 + 6A4222022222+ 7A4220222222 + 2A4420022222 + 2A2222440022+ 2A0222442022 + A4420202222 + 2A4222420022+ A4220022422 + A0222442202 + A2202024422+ 6A2222420024 + 10A4220022242 + 3A2222222222):The term 7A4220222222 does not vanish when a singleparameter is zero. Similarly, the term 3A2222402204does not vanish when s = u and t = v (but u 6= t).Thus the locus where � = 0 has dimension 2 and soits complement is connected. �

We have a Maple program that performs the compu-tations described in this proof and runs in approxi-mately 15 seconds on a K6-2 300MHz processor.A positive semide�nite polynomial is a real poly-nomial that takes only nonnegative values. In theproof we showed � is positive semide�nite by ex-hibiting it as a sum of squares. Not all positive semi-de�nite polynomials are sums of squares of polyno-mials. There exist positive semide�nite polynomi-als of degree l in k variables which are not sums ofsquares of polynomials if min(k; l) > 2 and (k; l) 6=(3; 4) [Hilbert 1888]. For �, (k; l) = (4; 20).The form of the squares we used (2{11) for thediscriminant �, while motivated by the observationthat no two parameters (0; s; t; u; v;1) should co-incide, is justi�ed by the observation that any realzero of � must also be a zero of all the squares, if �is a sum of squares. (See [Choi et al. 1987] for otherapplications of this idea.)Each of the polynomials Aw is a sum of squares,the number given by the orbit of the symmetricgroup on its index w. Since 6 have trivial stabi-lizer, 7 are stabilized by a transposition, one by thedihedral group D8, and one is invariant, there are6 � 24 + 7 � 12 + 3 + 1 = 232 squares in all. Thisis not the best possible. Choi, Lam, and Reznick[Choi et al. 1995] show, for degree l homogeneouspolynomials in k variables that are a sum of squaresof polynomials, at most
�(k; l) := �12 �q1 + 8�k+l�1l �� 1��

squares are needed. Note that �(4; 20) = 59.
3. SCHUBERT CONDITIONS ON A GRASSMANNIAN

3A. The Schubert Calculus on Grass(p, m+p)The enumerative problems of Section 2 are specialcases of more general problems given by Schubertconditions on Grass(p; m+p). A Schubert conditionon Grass(p; m+p) is an increasing sequence of inte-gers � : 1 � �1 < �2 < � � � < �p � m+ p:Let �[m+p]p � be the set of all such sequences. A Schu-bert variety 
�K� is given by a Schubert condition
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� and a complete ag K� in C m+p, a sequence ofsubspacesK� : K1 � K2 � � � � � Km+p = C m+pwhere dimKi = i. Then the Schubert variety 
�K�is the set of all p-planes X satisfyingdimX \Km+p+1��i � p+ 1� i (3–1)for each i = 1; 2; : : : ; p. This irreducible subvarietyof Grass(p; m+p) has codimension j�j :=Pi(�i�i).A sequence �� = �1; : : : ; �n, with�j 2 �[m+ p]p � and Pj j�j j = mp;is Schubert data for Grass(p; m+p). Given Schu-bert data �� and ags K1� ; : : : ;Kn� in general posi-tion, there are �nitely many (complex) p-planes Xwhich lie in the intersection of the Schubert varieties
�jKj� for j = 1; : : : ; n. The classical Schubert cal-culus [Kleiman and Laksov 1972] gives the followingrecipe for computing this number d = d(m; p;��).Let h1; : : : ; hm be indeterminates with deg hi = i.For each integer sequence �1 < �2 < � � � < �r de�nethe following polynomialS� := det(h�i�j)1�i;j�r:Here h0 := 1 and hi := 0 if i < 0 or i > m. Let Ibe the ideal in Q [h1; : : : ; hm] generated by those S�with r = p + 1, 1 < �1, and �p+1 � m + p. Thequotient ring Am;p := Q [h1; : : : ; hm]=I is isomorphicto the cohomology ring of Grass(p; m+p). It is Ar-tinian with one-dimensional socle in degree mp. Inthe socle we have the relationd � (hm)p � S�1S�2 � � �S�n 2 I:We can compute the number d by normal formreduction modulo any Gr�obner basis for I.If  is a rational normal curve, then the ag ofsubspaces osculating  at a point is the osculatingag to  at that point.
Conjecture 3.1 (Shapiro and Shapiro). Let m; p > 1 and�� be Schubert data for Grass(p; m+p). For almostall choices of ags K1� ; : : : ;Kn� osculating a �xed ra-tional normal curve at real points , there are exactlyd(m; p;��) p-planes X in the intersection of Schu-bert varieties
�1K1� \ 
�2K2� \ � � � \ 
�nKn� ; (3–2)and each of these p-planes is real .

As with Conjecture 2.1, the intersection is zero-dimensional if the points of osculation are distinct[Eisenbud and Harris 1983], and there are no mul-tiplicities for the important class of Pieri Schubertdata, (described below) which includes the case ofConjecture 2.1.If �i = 1+�i�1, then condition (3{1) for i�1 im-plies (3{1) for i. Thus only those conditions (3{1)with �i � �i�1 > 1 (or �1 > 1) are essential, andso only the subspaces Km+p+1��i corresponding toessential conditions need be speci�ed in a ag. If� := (1; 2; : : : ; p � 1; p + 1), then only the last con-dition is essential, thus the Schubert variety 
�K�consists of those X with dimX \ Km � 1. Thisshows Conjecture 2.1 is a special case of Conjecture3.1.
3B. Systems of PolynomialsA complete ag K� is represented by a nonsingularmatrix also written K�: The i-plane Ki is the rowspace of Ki, the �rst i rows of K�. The conditionthat dimX \Km+p+1��i � p+ 1� i is given by(m+ p+ 1 + i� �i)-minors of �Km+p+1��iX � = 0:The ag K�(s) that osculates the rational normalcurve  with the parameterization (2{1) at (s) isrepresented by the (m+ p)� (m+ p)-matrix whose(i; j)-th entry is �j�ii�1�sj�i.
Conjecture 3.1’. Let m; p > 1 and �� be Schubertdata for Grass(p; m+p). For almost all n-tuples ofdistinct real numbers s1; : : : ; sn, the system of poly-nomials(m+p+1+i��ji )-minors of �Km+p+1��ji (sj)Ip X � = 0for i = 1; : : : ; p and j = 1; : : : ; n has d(m; p;��)solutions , and each is real .For any Schubert conditions �; � with �i+�p+1�i �m + p for i = 1; : : : ; p, let X�;� be the collection ofall p� (m+ p)-matrices X whose entries xij satisfyxi;�i = 1 for i = 1; : : : ; p;xi;j = 0 if j < �i or j > m+ p+ 1� �p+1�i:If X 2 X�;�, then the row space of X is a p-planein the intersection 
�K�(1)\
�K�(0). In this way,X�;� parameterizes a Zariski open subset of the setof all such p-planes. This parameterization can be
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used to obtain a system of equations simpler than,but equivalent to, the system of Conjecture 3.10.The map X�;� ! Grass(p; m+p) is not injective.For example, X123;134 consists of all 3 � 7-matricesof the form24 1 x12 x13 x14 0 0 00 1 x23 x24 x25 0 00 0 1 x34 x35 x36 x37
35 :

Let r1; r2; r3 be the rows of such a matrix. If x36 =x37 = 0, then for each a 2 C , the matrix with rowsr1; r2 + ar3; r3 is in X123;134, and these all have thesame row space. Similarly, if x25 = 0, then the sameis true of the matrices with rows r1 + ar2; r2; r3.Let X��;� � X�;� be the set of those matrices whoseentries further satisfy the following condition:For each i = 2; : : : ; p, at least one xij is nonzero,for j satisfying�p+1�i � m+ p+ 1� j < �p+2�i:For H123;134 this condition is that x25 6= 0 and(x36; x37) 6= (0; 0). We made this de�nition so thatthe map X��;� ! Grass(p; m+p) is injective.
3C. Pieri Schubert ConditionsIf � 2 �[m+p]p � has �p�1 = p� 1 and �p = p+a, thenthe Schubert variety 
�K� isfX j X \Km+1�a 6= f0gg:We call such a Schubert condition a Pieri condi-tion and denote it by Ja. Pieri Schubert data areSchubert data �1; : : : ; �n were at most 2 of the con-ditions �i are not Pieri conditions. These includethe Schubert data of Conjecture 2.1.
Proposition 3.2 [Eisenbud and Harris 1983, Theorem9.1]. If �� are Pieri Schubert data and the agsK1� ; : : : ;Kn� osculate a rational normal curve at gen-eral points , then the intersection of Schubert vari-eties 
�1K1� \ 
�2K2� \ � � � \ 
�nKn�is transverse. In particular , there are no multiplic-ities .Here is the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 3.3. Let a; b > 1 and suppose that Conjec-ture 2.1 holds for this (m; p) = (a; b). Then Con-jecture 3.1 holds for any Pieri Schubert data forGrass(p; m+p) with (p;m)� (a; b) or (p;m)� (b; a),in each coordinate.

We deduce Theorem 3.3 after Lemma 3.7, whichshows some simple dependencies between Conjec-ture 3.1 for di�erent collections of Schubert data.
Remark 3.4. If the conclusion of Proposition 3.2 heldfor all Schubert data, then the proof we give of The-orem 3.3 would imply its conclusion for all Schubertdata as well. David Eisenbud pointed out that ourproof shows that in the absence of this strengthen-ing of Proposition 3.2, we may still deduce that allpoints in the intersection (3{2) of Conjecture 3.1 arereal, although there may in general be multiplicities.Pieri conditions are special because of Pieri's for-mula. For �; � 2 �[m+p]p � and a > 0, we write � <a �if j�j+ a = j�j and�1 � �1 < �2 � �2 < � � � < �p � �p:
Proposition 3.5 (Pieri’s Formula). Let Ja := 1 < 2 <� � � < p�1 < p+a 2 �[m+p]p �.(i) In the cohomology ring Am;p of Grass(p; m+p),SJa = ha and S� � SJa = X�<a� S�:(ii) If K�(s) and K�(t) are ags osculating a rationalnormal curve at points s and t, thenlims!t (
�K�(t) \ 
JaK�(s)) = X�<a�
�K�(t):Here, the limit is taken as cycles . By this wemean that the sum is the fundamental cycle ofthe limit of the schemes 
�K�(t) \ 
JaK�(s) ass approaches t along the rational normal curve.(iii) Suppose that �� = �1; Ja; �2; : : : ; �n are Schu-bert data. Thend(m; p;��) = X�1<a� d(m; p;�; �2; : : : ; �n):
Statement (i) is the usual statement of Pieri's for-mula [Fulton 1997; Hodge and Pedoe 1952]. State-ment (ii) is Theorem 8.1 of [Eisenbud and Harris1983], and (iii) is a direct consequence of (i).De�nition (3{1) implies that 
�K� � 
�K� ifand only if � � � coordinatewise. In fact, 
�K� \
�K� = 
�_�K�, where � _ � is the coordinatewisemaximum of � and �. We make some de�nitionsneeded for the statement of Lemma 3.7.
Definition 3.6. Let m; p > 1 be integers.
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1. For � 2 �[m+p]p � de�ne �? 2 �[m+p]m � to be theincreasing sequence obtained from the numbersf1; 2; : : : ;m + pg n f�1; : : : ; �pg. Given Schubertdata �� for Grass(p; m+p), set ��? to be(�1)?; : : : ; (�n)?:
2. Suppose p > 2. For � 2 �[m+p�1]p�1 � de�ne �+ 2�[m+p]p � to be 1 < 1 + �1 < � � � < 1 + �p�1. GivenSchubert data �� for Grass(p; m+p), set ��+ tobe (�1)+; : : : ; (�n)+.
3. Let � be the partial order on Pieri Schubert datawhere we say that �� covers �� = �1; : : : ; �n ifeither�� = �; �3; : : : ; �n with �2 = Ja and �1 <a �;or�� = �1; : : : ; �n�2; � with �n�1 = Ja and �n <a �:
Lemma 3.7. Let m; p > 1 be integers .(i) If �� is Schubert data for Grass(p; m+p), then��? is Schubert data for Grass(m; m+p). More-over , Conjecture 3.1 holds for m; p; �� if and onlyif it holds for p;m; ��?.(ii) Suppose p > 2 and letJm := 1 < 2 < � � � < p� 1 < p+m:If �� is Schubert data for Grass(p�1; m+p�1),then �� := ��+; Jm is Schubert data forGrass(m; m+p):Moreover , Conjecture 3.1 holds for m; p�1; �� ifand only if it holds for m; p; ��.(iii) Suppose that ��; �� are Pieri Schubert data forGrass(p; m+p) with �� � ��. If Conjecture 3.1holds for �� for Grass(p; m+p), then it holds for��.
Proof of Theorem 3.3.. First note that Conjecture 3.1holds for Schubert data �� for Grass(p; m+p) if andonly if it holds for any rearrangement of the data��. Suppose Conjecture 2.1 holds for Grass(b; a+b).Let �� be Pieri Schubert data for Grass(p; m+p)where (m; p) � (a; b) or (m; p) � (b; a) coordinate-wise. Since J?1 = J1, Conjecture 2.1 holds also for(m; p) = (b; a), by Lemma 3.7(i). Thus we may as-sume that (m; p) � (a; b). By Lemma 3.7(ii), thereexist Pieri Schubert data �� for Grass(b; a+ b) suchthat Conjecture 3.1 holds for �� if and only if itholds for ��. Finally, Theorem 3.3 follows from (iii)

by noting that the Schubert data of Conjecture 2.1,namely �1 = � � � = �ab = J1, is minimal among allPieri Schubert data for Grass(b; a+ b). �
Proof of Lemma 3.7. For (i), �x a real inner innerproduct on C m+p. Then the mapX 7! X?gives an isomorphism between Grass(p; m+p) andGrass(m; m+p). Given a ag K� and an increasingsequence �, let K?� be the ag of annihilators of thesubspaces of K�. Then we haveX 2 
�K� (=) X? 2 
�?K?� :Furthermore, if K�(s) is the ag of subspaces oscu-lating a rational normal curve  at a point (s), then(Km+p�1(s))? is a rational normal curve withK?� (s)its osculating ag. Thus Conjecture 3.1 for Schubertdata �� for Grass(p; m+p) is equivalent to Conjec-ture 3.1 for Schubert data ��? for Grass(m; m+p).
For (ii), let  be the rational curve (2{1) withK�(s) as before. Then X 2 
JmK�(1) if and onlyif h(1)i = K1(1) � X. Consider the projection� : C m+p � C m+p�1 from the last coordinate (1).If X 2 
JmK�(1), then X 0 := �X is a (p�1)-plane.This induces an isomorphism � : 
JmK�(1) ��!Grass(p�1;m+p�1). The inverse map is given byX 0 7! K1(1) +X 0.The projection � �  is the standard rational nor-mal curve 0 in C m+p�1. Similarly, the ag K�0(s)osculating 0 at 0(s) is �K�(s). Note that if L isa linear subspace of C m+p with (1) 62 L, thendimX \ L = dim�X \ �L. In particular, if X 2
JmK�(1), s 6=1, and � 2 �[m+p�1]p�1 �, thendimX 0 \K 0(m+p�1)+1��i � (p� 1) + 1� iif and only ifdimX \Km+p+1�(1+�i) � p+ 1� (i+ 1):ThusX 2 
JmK�(1) \ 
�+K�(s)(=) X 0 2 
�K�0(s):In fact, this induces an isomorphism of schemes.This gives a strong equivalence between enumer-ative problems: If �1; : : : ; �n are in �[m+p�1]p�1 � and
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s1; : : : ; sn any complex numbers, then the map �induces an isomorphism between the schemes
JmK�(1)\ n\i=1
(�i)+K�(si) and n\i=1
�iK�0(si):Part (ii) follows by noting that any real reparame-terization of the rational normal curve  induces anisomorphism of polynomial systems, thus preservesreal solutions. Hence given s0; s1; : : : ; sn 2 P1R , thereis an equivalent system with s0 =1.It su�ces to prove (iii) when �� covers �� in thepartial order � de�ned on Pieri Schubert data. Sup-pose Conjecture 3.1 fails for �� and �� covers �� with�1 <a � and �2 = Ja as in De�nition 3.6 (iii). Thenthere exist distinct real numbers s1; s3; : : : ; sn suchthat
�K�(s1) \ 
�3K�(s3) \ � � � \ 
�nK�(sn) (3–3)is transverse with some complex p-planes in the in-tersection. We may assume without any loss thats1 = 0. Then there is an open subset O of theset of (n� 1)-tuples of real numbers s3; : : : ; sn suchthat (3{3) is transverse and contains a complex p-plane X.By the dimensional transversality results of [Eisen-bud and Harris 1983], we may assume further thatfor �0 2 �[m+p]p � and (s2; : : : ; sn) 2 O, the intersec-tion 
�0K�(0) \ n\i=3
�iK�(si)has the expected dimension and is transverse if 0-dimensional. This is empty if j�0j > a + j�1j, fordimension reasons. Thus� X�<a�0
�0K�(0)� \ n\i=3
�iK�(si)
is transverse for (s3; : : : ; sn) 2 O.Fix (s3; : : : ; sn) 2 O. By Proposition 3.5(i), thereis an " > 0 such that for jtj < "
�K�(0) \ 
JaK�(t) \ n\i=3
�iK�(si)is transverse. Here, when t = 0, replace 
�K�(0) \
JaK�(t) byP�<a� 
�0K�(0). Since at t = 0 not allpoints in the intersection are real, the same holdsfor 0 < t < ". But then Conjecture 3.1 fails for

the Schubert data ��, which completes the proof ofLemma 3.7. �
3D. An Infinite FamilyWe show that Conjecture 3.1 holds for an in�nitefamily of nontrivial Schubert data.
Theorem 3.8. Conjecture 3.1 holds for any m withp = 2 and Pieri Schubert data where one conditionis Jm�1.
Proof. By Lemma 3.7(iii), it su�ces to show this for�1 = � � � = �m+1 = J1 and �m+1 = Jm�1. Ge-ometrically, we are looking for the 2-planes whichmeet a 2-plane and m+1 general m-planes nontriv-ially. We �rst show there are m such 2-planes. LetL = K2(1) = [0 I2] and M = Km(0) = [Im 0],and let Ni = Km(si), where s1; : : : ; sm are distinctnonzero real numbers. For each one-dimensionalsubspace � of L and each 1 � i � m, the com-positionM ,! L�M ' C m+2 � L�M=(�+Ni) ' Cde�nes a linear form  i;� on M . Each one-dimen-sional subspace � of its kernel gives a 2-plane �� �containing � and meeting both M and Ni nontriv-ially.Thus if X is a 2-plane meeting L;M , and each Ninontrivially, then H \ L = � and H \M = � arelines with � in the kernel of each form  i;�. Hencethe forms are dependent. Similarly, if � is a line in Lsuch that the forms  i;� are dependent, then any line� they collectively annihilate gives a 2-plane � � �meeting L;M , and each Ni nontrivially. It followsthat the number of such 2-planes is the degree of thedeterminant of the forms  i;�, a polynomial in � 2P(L) ' P1 . Since each form  i;� is a linear functionof �, the determinant has degree m, so there are m2-planes X meeting L;M , and each Ni nontrivially.We compute this determinant and show it hasonly real roots. Let � = �(x) be the span of thevector (0; : : : ; 0; 1; (m+1)x):Let the rational normal curve  have the parame-terization : s 7�! (1;�s; s2; : : : ; (�1)m+1sm+1):
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Then Km(s), the osculating m-plane to  at (s), isthe kernel of the matrix� sm msm�1 : : : �mj �sm�j : : : ms 1 00 sm : : : � mj�1�sm�j+1 : : : �m2 �s2 ms 1 � :If Rj(s) is the linear form given by the j-th row ofthis matrix, then((m+ 1)x+msi)R1(si)�R2(si)vanishes on �(x) and its restriction to M gives theform  i;�(x). This restriction is represented by thevector �(si; x) whose j-th coordinate for j = 0; : : : ;m� 1 is�m+1j � �(m�j+1)xsm�ji + (m�j)sm�j+1i � :We seek the determinant of the matrix24 �(s1; x)...�(sm; x)
35 :

This factors as A � B, where A is the bidiagonalm� (m+ 1)-matrix2666666664
m (m+1)x 0m2�1 m(m+1)x. . . . . .�m+1j �(m�j) �m+1j �(m�j+1)x. . . . . .�m+12 � �m+12 �2x

3777777775
and B is the (m + 1) � m-matrix whose (i; j)-thentry is sm+2�ij . Numbering the rows of A and thecolumns of B from 0 to m, we see that

det(A(x) � B) = mXi=0 (�1)i detAi(x) detBi;
where Ai is the matrix A with its i-th column re-moved and Bi is the matrix B with its i-th rowremoved. We �nd that

detAi = m!(m+ 1� i)xm�i mYj=1 �m+1j �;detBi = ei(s1; : : : ; sm)s1s2 � � � sm �Yj<k(sj � sk);

and so det(A �B) ism!Yj<k(sj � sk) mYj=1 sj�m+1j �
�� mXi=0 (�1)i(m� i+ 1)xm�iei(s1; : : : ; sm)�:Thus the coordinate x of the line � satis�es thepolynomialPm(s1; : : : ; sm;x):= mXi=0 (�1)i(m� i+ 1)xm�iei(s1; : : : ; sm):Since we have ei(s1; : : : ; sm) = ei(s1; : : : ; sm�1) +smei�1(s1; : : : ; sm�1), we see thatPm(s1; : : : ; sm;x)= (x� sm)Pm�1(s1; : : : ; sm�1;x) + xm�1Yi=1 (x� si):To complete the proof, we use induction to show:If 0 < s1 < � � � < sm, the roots r1; : : : ; rm of Pmsatisfy0 < r1 < s1 < r2 < s2 < � � � < rm < sm: (�)This su�ces, if we can assume 0 < s1 < � � � < sm.But we may assume this: Given a set of distinctreal numbers s1; : : : ; sm; sm+1; sm+2, we may assumesm+2 = 1 and sm+1 < s1 < � � � < sm and thenapply the automorphism s 7! s � sm+1 of P1(R )which �xes 1 = sm+2.The case m = 1 of (�) holds as P1(s1;x) = 2x �s1. Suppose Pm�1 satis�es (�). Then the roots of(x � sm)Pm�1 are r1 < r2 < � � � < rm�1 < sm andthose of xQm�1i=1 (x � si) are 0 < s1 < � � � < sm�1.Moreover the leading coe�cients of both polynomi-als are positive. The result follows by the Interme-diate Value Theorem: If P (x) and Q(x) are polyno-mials of degree n with positive leading coe�cientsand real interlaced roots pi of P and qi of Qp1 < q1 < p2 < q2 < � � � < pn < qn;then P (x) + Q(x) has real roots ri satisfying pi <ri < qi, for i = 1; : : : ; n. �

3E. Computational EvidenceWe have proven Conjecture 3.1 in a number of casesbesides those of Theorem 3.8. We also have done
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many computations along the lines of those in Sec-tion 2D. To describe these, we use the followingcompact notation. If a Schubert condition � is re-peated k times in some Schubert data, we abbreviatethat by �k. Thus, the conditions of Conjecture 2.1are written as Jmp1 .
Theorem 3.9. Conjecture 3.1 holds for the followingSchubert data.(i) (m; p) = (4; 2), �� = J42 . Here,d(4; 2;J42 ) = 3:(ii) (m; p) = (3; 3), �� = J42 ; J1. Here,d(3; 3;J42 ; J1) = 3:(iii) (m; p) = (3; 3), �� = (135)2; J31 . Here,d(3; 3; (135)2; J31 ) = 6:(iv) (m; p) = (4; 3), �� = (135)4. Here,d(4; 3; (135)4) = 8:
Proof. We consider a polynomial system with pa-rameters, give a universal eliminant, and show theeliminant has only real roots for distinct values ofthe parameters. We work in the local parameteriza-tion X�1;�2 of Section 3B.(i) Let (m; p) = (4; 2) and �� = J42 . The equationsare
maximal minors

266664
1 s s2 s3 s4 s50 1 2s 3s2 4s3 5s40 0 1 3s 6s2 10s31 x12 x13 0 0 00 0 0 1 x25 x26

377775= 0
and the same equations with t replacing s. The idealof these polynomials contains the following univari-ate polynomial g of degree 3 = d(4; 2; J42 )25x312�25x212(s+t)+x12(19st+6s2+6t2)�3(s2t+st2):Its discriminant is a sum of squares with primitivepart 9(s� t)6 + 23s2t2(s� t)2 + 9(s6 + t6):Since g(x12; 1; 2) has roots1 and 1� 15p7;we have shown that g always has real roots, when sand t are distinct.

(ii) Let m = p = 3 and �� = J42 ; J1. Here, XJ2;J2consists of all matrics X of the form24 1 x12 0 0 0 00 1 x23 x24 x25 00 0 0 0 1 x36
35

and our equations aredet �K3(s)X � = maximal minors �K2(t)X � = 0;and the same equations with u replacing t. The idealof these polynomials contains the following univari-ate polynomial g, here e1 = t+ u and e2 = tu.x336�x36(3s+4e1)+x36(4e21+3e2+10se1)� (6e1e2+8se21+se2)= (x36�2e1)(x236�2e1x36+3e2)� s(x236�10e1x36+8e21+e2):These last two polynomials have rootse1 �pe21 � 3e2; 2e1; 53e1 � 13pe21 � 3e2;which are interlaced. For example, if e1 > 0, thene1 �pe21 � 3e2 < 53e1 � 13pe21 � 3e2< e1 +pe21 � 3e2< 53e1 + 13pe21 � 3e2 < 2e1:When s; t; u are distinct and di�erent from 0, g al-ways has 3 real roots, by the Intermediate ValueTheorem. We could also note that the discriminantof gs2(t�u)4 + t4(s�u)2 + u4(s�t)2 + s2t2(s�t)2+ s2u2(s�u)2 + (s�t)2(s�u)2(t�u)2+ 72�s4(t�u)2 + t2(s�u)4 + u2(s�t)4 + t2u2(t�u)2�is a sum of squares and g(x36; 1; 2; 3) has approxi-mate roots 4:736; 7:756; 10:508:(iii) Let (m; p) = (3; 3) and �� = (135)2; J31 . Here,X135;135 consists of all matrics X of the form24 1 x12 0 0 0 00 0 1 x24 0 00 0 0 0 1 x36
35

and our equations aredet �K3(s)X � = det �K3(t)X � = det �K3(u)X � = 0:
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We write the universal eliminant, g(x36), in termsof the elementary symmetric polynomials in s; t; u9x636 � 48e1x536 + (64e21 + 108e2)x436� (288e1e2 � 198e3)x336 + (320e22 + 540e1e3)x236� 1200e2e3x36 + 1125e23:Evaluating the parameters (s; t; u) at (1; 2; 3), we seethat g(x36; 1; 2; 3) has approximate roots1:491; 1:683; 3:210; 5:630; 9:213; 10:773:The discriminant of g is a sum of squares. The prim-itive part of the discriminant ise43(4e22e21�15e3e31�15e32+63e3e2e1�81e23)�(256e22e21�768e3e31�768e32+2592e3e2e1�2187e23)2:The second factor is the sum of squares72(s� t)2(s� u)2(t� u)2+ 12s2�(t� u)4 + t2(s� u)4 + u2(s� t)4�:Interestingly, the last (squared) factor is itself a sumof squares112(s�t)2(u4+s2t2)+ 112(t�u)2(s4+t2u2)+ 112(u�s)2(t4+s2u2)+ 16(s�t)2(s�u)2(t�u)2+309s2t2u2+16�s4(t2+u2)+ t4(s2+u2)+u4(t2+u2)�:(iv) Let (m; p) = (4; 3) and �� = (135)4. Here,X135;135 consists of all matrics X of the form24 1 x12 x13 0 0 0 00 0 1 x24 x25 0 00 0 0 0 1 x36 x37
35

and our equations aremaximal minors �K3(s)X �=maximal minors �K5(s)X �
= 0;and the same equations with t replacing s. In thiscase, the universal eliminant has 4 quadratic factors:36x212 � x12(12t+ 30s) + 6st+ 5s2;36x212 � x12(12s+ 30t) + 6st+ 5t2;3x212 � 2x12(s+ t) + st;36x212 � 30x12(s+ t) + 5t2 + 14st+ 5s2:When s 6= t and neither is zero, we see that eachhas 2 real roots. �

Observe that in all 4 cases, the discriminant wasa sum of squares and the eliminant has the correctnumber of real roots for distinct values of the param-eters. Of particular note is that the system in (ii) isnot symmetric in the parameters and the Schubertdata of (iv) is not Pieri Schubert data.There are several other cases for which these meth-ods may work. There are 6 2-planes in C 2 whichmeet 5 general 4-planes nontrivially, as d(5; 2;J52 ) =6. Using the 6-dimensional system of local coordi-nates X14;14, we can compute a degree 6 eliminant inthe variable x25, and parameters s; t; u of the pointsof osculation of three ags. The discriminant has388 terms and degree 30 in the parameters s; t; u.By the calculations in the �rst column of Table 3below, Conjecture 3.1 would hold for these Schu-bert data, if this discriminant is a sum of squares ormore generally, if it is positive semide�nite.Another case is when (m; p) = (4; 2) and the Schu-bert data is J22 ; J41 . Here d(4; 2;J22 ; J41 ) = 6. Us-ing the 4-dimensional system of local coordinatesX14;14, we compute a degree 6 universal eliminant inthe variable x25 and parameters s; t; u; v as before.The discriminant has 3 factors, 2 are the same cu-bic form, while the third has 1289 terms and degree24 in the parameters s; t; u; v. We also check thatthere are 6 real roots of the eliminant for parame-ter values 1; 2; 3; 4, so Conjecture 3.1 would hold forthese Schubert data, if this discriminant is a sum ofsquares.Table 3 gives the number of instances of Conjec-ture 3.1 we have checked.
4. TOTAL POSITIVITYPrevious sections have dealt with Schubert condi-tions given by ags osculating a real rational normalcurve. Recently, Shapiro and Shapiro have conjec-tured that a generalization of this choice involvingtotally positive real matrices would also give onlyreal solutions. We describe that here, prove the �rstnontrivial instance, and present some computationalevidence in support of this generalization.A real upper triangular matrix g with 1's on itsdiagonal is totally positive if every minor of g is pos-itive, except those minors which vanish on all uppertriangular matrices. Let TP be the set of all totally
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�� (J2)5 (J2)6 (J2)7 (J2)6 (J3)5 (135)5 (135)2; (J1)6(m; p) (5; 2) (6; 2) (7; 2) (5; 3) (4; 3) (5; 3) (6; 3)d(m; p;��) 6 15 36 6 16 32 61# checked 10000 2821 504 10160 2002 400 294
TABLE 3. General Schubert data tested.positive, a multiplicative semigroup. De�ne a par-tial order on real ags F� by F� < gF� if g 2 TP.

Conjecture 4.1 (Shapiro and Shapiro). For any m; p > 1,let �� be Schubert data for Grass(p; m+p). If F�1 <� � � < F�n are real ags , then the Schubert varieties
�1F�1; : : : ;
�nF�n intersect transversally , with allpoints of intersection real .We will prove Conjecture 4.1 in the �rst nontrivialcase ofm = p = 2. First, we relate Conjecture 4.1 toConjecture 3.1. Let K�(s) be the square matrix ofsize (m+ p) whose (i; j)-th entry is �j�ii�1�sj�i (com-pare (1{1)). If s > 0, then K�(s) is totally positiveand for any s; t we haveK�(s)�K�(t) = K�(s+t). Tosee this, �rst recall that TP is generated as a semi-group by exp(Ei;i+1), where Ei;i+1 is the elementarymatrix whose only nonzero entry is in position i; i+1[Loewner 1955]. These assertions follow from theobservation thatK�(s) = exp(sN);where N is the nilpotent matrix whose only nonzeroentries are (1; 2; : : : ;m + p� 1) lying just above itsmain diagonal.Theorem 3.3 holds in this new setting. For this,we alter the notion of Pieri Schubert data �� toSchubert data �1; : : : ; �n where all except possibly�1 and �n are Pieri conditions.
Theorem 4.2. Let a; b > 1 and suppose that Con-jecture 4.1 holds for (m; p) = (a; b) and Schubertdata �� = (J1)mp. Then Conjecture 4.1 holds forany Pieri Schubert data for Grass(p; m+p) where(m; p) � (a; b) or (b; a) coordinatewise.
Proof. The arguments used to prove Theorem 3.3work here with minor adjustments.We �rst remark that total positivity, and henceour order < on real ags, is de�ned with respectto a choice of ordered basis for R m+p. Suppose thate1; : : : ; em+p is the basis we used to de�ne this order.Then F� < G� is and only if G� <0 F�, where <0 isde�ned with respect to the basis e1;�e2; e3;�e4; : : :.

Similarly, if we have an inner product on R m+p sothat the basis e1; : : : ; em+p is orthonormal, then F� <G� if and only if F?� <00 G?� , where<00 is de�ned withrespect to the basis in reverse order em+p; : : : ; e2; e1.ThusF 1� < F 2� < � � � < F n� (=) F n� <0 � � � <0 F 2� <0 F 1�so that Conjecture 4.1 holds for Schubert data ��if and only if it holds for the data in reverse order.(This is the only rearrangment we used in the proofof Lemma 3.7.) Similarly, the analogue of Lemma3.7(i) holds. For the analogue of Lemma 3.7(ii), per-mute the last two Schubert conditions, so that �� isstill Pieri Schubert data, in our new, restricted def-inition.Finally, in the proof of Lemma 3.7(iii), replaces3; : : : ; sn in de�ning the set O by �xing F 1� to bethe standard ag represented by the matrix Im+pand let O be the set of allF 1� < � � � < F n�for which the appropriate transversality conditionshold. Since TP is open, it follows that there ex-ists " > 0 and totally positive matrix M (whichstabilizes F 1� ) such that if 0 < s < ", then F 1� <M �K�(s) �F 1� < F 2� . Then the same arguments usedto prove Theorem 3.3 su�ce. In particular, the ana-log of Proposition 3.2 also holds in this setting. �Totally positive matrices have a useful description.Let U be the group of real unipotent (upper trian-gular) matrices. Then TP is a connected componentof the complement of a hypersurface H U de�ned bythe vanishing of all minors consisting of the �rst irows and last i columns [Shapiro and Shapiro 1995].This has a geometric description.Associating a matrix to a ag as in Section 3B,we may identify U with a Zariski open subset of thereal ag manifold. Then the hypersurface H is theunion of all positive codimension Schubert varietiesde�ned by the ag determined by the identity ma-trix.
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Given a matrix M 2 U, the translate TP:M is acomponent of the complement of all Schubert va-rieties of positive codimension de�ned by the aggiven by M . Similarly, given a totally positive ma-trix M , the set of upper triangular matrices N forwhich there exists a totally positive g with gN =Mis the component of this complement containing theidentity matrix.Let F 1� < � � � < F n� be real ags. Using a realautomorphism of the ag manifold, we may assumethat F 1� = K�(0) = Im+p. Then F 2� ; : : : ; F n� 2 TP,since they are all translates of the identity by to-tally positive matrices. Also, F 1� ; : : : ; F n�1� are inthe same component of the complement of all pos-itive dimensional Schubert cells de�ned by F n� . Ifwe now consider a real coordinate transformation�xing F 1� , but with F n� becoming K�(1), then thiscomplement becomes TP, in these new coordinates.Thus we may work in the local coordinates X :=X�1;�n . We do this in our proof of the followingtheorem and in subsequent calculations.
Theorem 4.3. Conjecture 4.1 holds for m = p = 2 andSchubert data (J1)4.
Proof. Let F;G 2 TP be totally positive matrices andset H = G � F . When m = p = 2, X = XJ1;J1 is theset of matrices � 1 a 0 00 0 1 b � :For a matrix L, let Lij denote the 2� 2-minor ofL given by the �rst two rows and columns i and j.Then the equations for a 2-plane in X to meet theags given by F and H aref := F24 � bF23 � aF14 + abF13;h := H24 � bH23 � aH14 + abH13:The lexicographic Gr�obner basis for this (assuminga < b) isH13f � F13h = J14 � bJ24 � aJ34;(H14 � bH13)f � (F14 � bF13)h

= J13 � b(J23 + J14) + b2J24;where Jij is the (i; j)-th minor of the matrix� F24 F23 F14 F13H24 H23 H14 H13 � :We may write the the discriminant of the quadraticequation for b as follows(J23 + J14)2 � 4J13J24 = (L23 + L14)2 � 4L13L24;where L is the matrix�F13 F14 H13 H14F23 F24 H23 H24 � :Thus we will have two real roots for our originalsystem if and only if�(B) := L13 �B(L23 + L14) +B2L24 = 0has 2 real solutions. Painstaking calculations revealthat �(1) = �G12G34 < 0. Since L24 = H13H24 �H23H14 = H12H34 by the Pl�ucker relations, we seethat L24 > 0 and so �(B) = 0 will have 2 realsolutions. �Table 4 shows the number of instances of Conjecture4.1 that we have veri�ed.
5. FURTHER REMARKSWe present a counterexample to the original conjec-ture of Shapiro and Shapiro and close with a discus-sion of further questions.
5A. A Counterexample to the Original ConjectureThe original conjecture of Shapiro and Shapiro con-cerned the M -property for ag manifolds [Shapiroand Shapiro 1992]. An algebraic set X de�ned overR has the M -property if the sum of the Z =2Z -Bettinumbers of X(R ) and of X(C ) are equal. Sha-piro and Shapiro conjectured that an intersection ofSchubert cells in a ag manifold has theM -property,if the cells are de�ned by ags osculating the rational�� (J1)6 (J2)5 (135)4 (J1)8 (J2)6 (135)(136)(J1)5(m; p) (3; 2) (5; 2) (4; 3) (4; 2) (6; 2) (4; 3)d 5 6 8 14 15 25# checked 12000 4000 4000 1500 300 150

TABLE 4. Instances checked.
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normal curve at real points. When such an intersec-tion is zero-dimensional all of its points are real. Itis this consequence we have been studying.While there is much evidence in support of thisconjecture for zero dimensional intersections in aGrassmannian (Conjectures 2.1, 3.1, and 4.1), itdoes not hold for more general ag manifolds. Infact, we give a counter example in the simplest enu-merative problem in a ag manifold that does notreduce to an enumerative problem in a Grassman-nian.
Counterexample 5.1. Consider the manifold F (2; 3; 5)consisting of partial agsX � Yin C 5 with dimX = 2 and dimY = 3. This manifoldhas dimension 8; the projection to Grass(2; 5) has�bre over a 2-plane X equal toP(C 5=X) ' P2 :Given general 2-planes a; b; c and general 3-planesA;B;C, there are 4 ags X � Y satisfying the fol-lowing conditions:
1. X meets a;B, and C nontrivially, and
2. dimY \A � 2 and Y meets b and c nontrivially.That this number is 4 may be veri�ed using theSchubert calculus for a ag manifold [Fulton 1997]or the equations we give below.Let K�(s) be the ag of subspaces osculating thestandard rational normal curve. Seta := K2(4);b := K2(1);c := K2(�5);

A := K3(0)B := K3(3)C := K3(�1)We claim that of the 4 ags X � Y satisfying condi-tions 1 and 2 above for this choice of a; b; c; A;B;C,2 are real and 2 are complex.We outline the computation. Choose local coor-dinates for F (2; 3; 5) as follows. Let Y be the rowspace of the 3� 5-matrix24 0 0 1 x14 x151 0 x23 x24 x250 1 x33 x34 x35
35

and let X be the row space of its last 2 rows. Weseek the solutions to the overdetermined system ofpolynomialsdet �K2(1)Y � = det �K2(�5)Y �
= det �K3(3)X � = det �K3(�1)X �
= maximal minors �K2(4)X �
= maximal minors �K3(0)Y � = 0:These polynomials generate a zero-dimensional idealcontaining the univariate polynomial27063� 117556x14� 5952x214� 10416x314+32400x414;which is part of a lexicographic Gr�obner basis sat-isfying the Shape Lemma. This polynomial has ap-proximate roots�:736� 1:30p�1; :227; 1:62:Thus 2 of the ags are complex.

5B. Further QuestionsWhile Counterexample 5.1 shows that we cannotguarantee all points of intersection real when theSchubert varieties are given by ags osculating areal rational normal curve, a number of questionsremain (besides the resolution of the conjectures ofthe previous sections). There remains the originalquestion of Fulton.
Question 1. Given Schubert data for a ag mani-fold, do there exist real ags in general positionwhose corresponding Schubert varieties have onlyreal points of intersection?In every case we know, this does happen. For in-stance, if we change the 3-plane B toK3(2) in Coun-terexample 5.1, then all 4 solution ags are real.There is also the following result, showing this holdsin in�nitely many cases. A Grassmannian Schubertcondition is a Schubert condition on a ag whichonly imposes conditions on one of the subspaces. Welikewise de�ne Grassmannian Schubert data. Forexample, Counterexample 5.1 involves Grassman-nian Schubert data. Let F (2; n�2; n) be the man-ifold of ags X � Y in C n where dimX = 2 anddimY = n� 2.
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Proposition 5.2 [Sottile 1997c, Theorem 13]. Givenany Grassmannian Schubert data for F (2; n�2; n),there exist real ags whose corresponding Schubertvarieties meet transversally with all points of inter-section real .The beauty of the conjectures of Shapiro and Sha-piro is that they give a simple algorithm for selectingthe ags de�ning the Schubert varieties.
Question 2. Can the choice of ags in Question 1 (orProposition 5.2) be made e�ective? In particular, isthere an algorithm for selecting these ags?While computing the examples described here, wehave made a number of observations which deservefurther scrutiny. These concern eliminant polynomi-als in the ideals de�ning the intersections of Schu-bert varieties in the local coordinates we have beenusing.Suppose we have Schubert data ��, and have cho-sen local coordinates either for the Grassmannian orare working in X�n;�n�1 . Conjecture 3.1 or 4.1 maybe formulated in terms of a parameterized systemof polynomials with parameters either s1; : : : ; sn inthe case of Conjecture 3.1 or (n�1)-tuples of totallypositive matrices (or in terms of some parameteri-zation of TP [Berenstein et al. 1996]). For each ofthe coordinates, the ideal of this system contains auniversal eliminant, which is the minimal univari-ate polynomial in that coordinate with coe�cientsrational functions in the parameters.We ask the following questions about the elimi-nant.
Question 3. Does the universal eliminant have degreeequal to the generic number of solutions? That is,do generic solutions satisfy the shape lemma?
Question 4. Let � be the discriminant of the polyno-mial system, a polynomial in the parameters whichvanishes when there are solutions with multiplici-ties.
(a) Is the locus � 6= 0 connected?
(b) In the case of Conjecture 3.1, where � is a poly-nomial in the parameters s1; : : : ; sn, is � alwaysa sum of squares of polynomials?
(c) If so, are these polynomials monomials in thesi and their di�erences (si � sj)? This wouldimply that the polynomial systems are always

multiplicity-free for distinct real values of the pa-rameters, and hence the stronger version of The-orem 3.3 mentioned in Remark 3.4.The discriminants we have computed for instancesof the conjectures for the Grassmannian (includingthe discriminant for system of Theorem 4.3) are al-ways nonnegative when the parameters are distinct.For the case of Counterexample 5.1, we computeda discriminant for a simpler, but equivalent system,in the spirit of sections 2E and 3B. This polyno-mial in parameters s1; s2; t1; t2 is symmetric in thes's and in the t's separately (and in the transforma-tion si $ ti) and has degree 24. It has three factors,the �rst of degree 20 with 857 terms, and the square�2s1s2 + 2t1t2 � (s1 + s2)(t1 + t2)�2:While this factor will not prevent the discriminantfrom being a sum of squares, this factor shows thatthere is a choice of distinct parameters for whichthe discriminant vanishes. Indeed, if we set s1 =3; s2 = 6; t1 = 9, and t2 = 5, then this factor van-ishes, and the resulting system has a root of multi-plicity 2. This also explains why di�erent values ofthe parameters in Counterexample 5.1 give di�erentnumbers of real and complex solutions.
Question 5. When the universal eliminant factorsover Z , it reects either some underlying geometryor some interesting arithmetic. More generally, onemight ask about the Galois group of these enumer-ative problems [Harris 1979], or the Galois group ofthe universal eliminant. For instance, is it the fullsymmetric group? That is not always the case, asthe example of Theorem 3.9(iv) shows.
Question 6. In many cases with the substitution ofsi = i, the eliminant factors over the integers. Thishappens in Conjecture 1.1, Theorem 2.3, Theorem3.9(i) and (iv), and in other cases. Table 5 liststhe degrees of the factors in the case of Conjecture1.1. Why does this choice of si = i induce a factor-ization? Is there any special geometry or interest-ing arithmetic here? If 2 parameters are allowed tocome together, then the resulting ideal factors in away respecting the product of Schubert classes, bythe Corollary to Theorem 1 in [Eisenbud and Harris1987]. From the Schubert calculus, we would expectfactors of 9 and 5 for (m; p) = (2; 4), 14 and 28 for
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(m; p) (3; 2) (4; 2) (5; 2) (6; 2) (7; 2) (3; 3) (3; 4)dm;p 5 14 42 132 429 42 462factors 2; 3 6; 8 10; 32 20; 112 | 6; 36 16; 30; 416
TABLE 5. Factorization of the eliminant.(m; p) = (2; 5), and 21 and 21 for (m; p) = (3; 3),but these do not appear in Table 5.

5C. Further DevelopmentsSince this paper was written, we have found furtherevidence in support of these conjectures of Shapiroand Shapiro, and also more examples of enumer-ative problems that are known that may have alltheir solutions real. In [Sottile 1999b], we showthere is a choice of s1; : : : ; smp in Conjecture 2.1 forwhich all dm;p p-planes are real. More generally, themain result of that paper is that for Pieri Schubertdata in Conjecture 3.1, there is a choice of s1; : : : ; snfor which all p-planes in the transverse intersection(3{2) are real.We have also answered Question 1 a�rmativelyfor Grassmannian Schubert data where each con-dition comes from a Pieri Schubert condition ona Grassmannian [Sottile 2000b]. Similarly, a largeclass of enumerative problems arising in the quan-tum cohomology of ag manifolds (and related tosystems theory) may have all their solutions be real[Sottile 2000a]. The method of proof in these casesis related to the methods used to establish Theo-rem 3.3 and also to the homotopy continuation al-gorithms of [Huber et al. 1998]. In a related devel-opment, Dietmaier has shown that all 40 positionsof the Stewart platform in robotics may be real [Di-etmaier 1998].A consequence of [Sottile 1999b] is that Conjec-ture 3.1 follows from the stronger version of Propo-sition 3.2 mentioned in Remark 3.4. While all thisbolsters our conviction that these conjectures aretrue, they are still open. All of these results, andthe evidence for these conjectures of Shapiro andShapiro presented here, do show that there shouldbe a broader theory of real enumerative geometry toexplain these phenomena.
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